Development of a Qualitative Model for Predicting Soil Acidification due to Solid Rocket Motor Exhaust
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Increasing rocket launch rates coincide with growing concerns around climate change and pollution. Few prior efforts have attempted to assess the long-term environmental impacts of rocket launches, and those that did, primarily during the US Space Shuttle program, voiced concerns about HCl depositions from solid rocket motors. Despite solid rocket motors making up a small fraction of the market today, their HCl depositions can result in environmental acidification which disrupts food chains and destabilizes ecosystems. Modeling these effects holds value as some regions are more resilient to acidification than others. This work details a qualitative model which uses a small, readily available collection of data inputs, allowing the model to cover the majority of the continental United States. The results depict regions of resiliency/vulnerability to soil acidification relative to one another. Leveraging studies in adjacent fields (e.g., acid rain) aids in discerning what effects these regions would experience. A lack of information regarding the long-term impacts of acidification limits the scope of this effort. However, the qualitative results can still aid in guiding launch site selection processes.

I. Introduction

Since the Apollo program, generations of people have come to view rocket launch sites as symbols of human achievement. These sites serve as the starting point for the realization of countless scientific ventures. Therefore, it is not surprising that the demand and interest in rocket launches, and the facilities that enable them, continue to grow. The frequency of rocket launches experienced unprecedented increases between 2013 and 2023 [1]. These increases stagnated to some degree during the COVID-19 pandemic (2020), though the duration of that stagnation concluded by 2021 [2]. These increases in rocket launch frequency coincide with greater public interest in protecting the environment. Thus, it is important to consider the impacts of launch frequency on the environment surrounding rocket launch sites.

Currently, most launch sites in the United States reside on coastlines as these locations allow the rockets to ascend over unpopulated areas. Thus, one can assume that future launch sites will find themselves in similar locations. The nature of these locations—including Boca Chica, Texas and Cape Canaveral, Florida—means that they often coexist, or even overlap with conservation areas. Coastal ecosystems receive further attention due to their susceptibility to external influences, such as global warming, land use change, and pollution. These influences put the food chains, habitability, and stability of the ecosystem at risk. At present, the long-term ecological impacts of rocket launch sites remain uncertain, but prior studies suggest several possible avenues through which launches could impact the environment [3]. One such case pertains to damage stemming from the acidic depositions formed via chemical interactions between the exhaust of solid rocket motors and sound suppression water. The effects of such depositions range from visual damage of plants to the total collapse of the ecosystem and food chains [4][6]. Specifically, these depositions interrupt nutrient availability by depleting the supply of calcium. Calcium plays an essential role in bone formation, but also the reproductive cycle of avian species [7]. There are notable overlaps between launch sites and regions vital to migratory bird routes, including endangered species [8]. Thus, the adverse effects of these depositions, identified during the Space Shuttle program, deserve attention.

Works covering the Space Shuttle program provided insight into the deposition formation mechanisms [9], and detailed the expected and measured deposition concentrations [9][10]. Associated environmental impact studies identified
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II. Sources of Acidification

Developing a model to make this sort of qualitative evaluation requires an understanding of acidification. The foundation for this understanding rests upon the sources of ecological acidification. These sources fall into two primary categories: natural and anthropogenic. Both sources operate in a similar manner on the molecular and atomic levels with respect to the biogeochemical reactions that occur [12]. These reactions involve the transfer of anions and cations following the introduction of acidic compounds to the environment. Upon introduction to the environment, acidic compounds dissociate into their respective anions (e.g., Cl\(^-\)) and cations (e.g., H\(^+\)) [13]. The roles played by the anions depend heavily on the specific anion and the parent acid. This dependence arises since the ecosystem in question may capture and utilize some anions while allowing others to runoff into the watershed [14,15]. The exact reactions involving anions usually play a minor role in ecological acidification and they are more difficult to detail [16-18]. Meanwhile, the cation reactions, revolving around the positively charged hydrogen ions, garner more of the attention. It is important to note that similar reactions occur when acidic compounds deposit onto vegetation and during soil acidification. For the purposes of this paper, and the model, this discussion shall only focus on soil reactions.

The prior mentioned hydrogen cations interact with the material they contact, the soil in this case, and begin replacing other cations. These original cations reside on a finite number of bonding sites within the soil, and soils with more of these sites prove more resilient to acidification as they contain higher concentrations of the original base cations. On a high level, soils with clay and organic matter have more bonding sites for cations than sandy and rocky soils [19]. These elevated concentrations of the original base cations slow the rate of acidification driven by hydrogen ion introduction. The original base cations include various species with notable examples including calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium [11]. These play key roles in nutritional cycles within ecosystems. The introduction of an excess of hydrogen ions leads to the replacement and subsequent removal, typically via leaching/runoff, of these original cations [11,20]. These hydrogen ions also correspond to changes in the soil pH level which directly relates to the concentration of hydrogen ions. This lowering of pH values is at the core of ecological acidification [15]. Therefore, the rate at which hydrogen ion concentrations increase plays an important role, as does the area over which it occurs.

Returning to the topic of sources, natural sources of soil acidification operate on very long time scales ordering on hundreds to thousands of years, or even longer. Over these time frames, geological weathering alters the biogeochemical traits of the soil. Rocks break down via fragmentation and dissolution, due to weathering, which introduces new base cations into the soil. Meanwhile, ecological growth cycles and precipitation result in the root uptake and leaching of soil nutrients [15]. Eventually, the available cations within the rocks and soil decreases and the concentrations of hydrogen ions increase. Soil layers can also thin out over time due to weathering and erosion which further reduces the available base cation sites [21]. Thus, natural processes result in the long-term acidification of the environment over very large areas. However, natural acidification results in relatively minor environmental impacts as the time scales provide ample time for species to adapt to the changing conditions [22], or to leave the area in search of better living conditions.

On the other hand, anthropogenic sources of acidification operate on shorter timescales. These range from single deposition events spanning minutes to continuous deposition patterns spanning decades [23]. The long history of many industrial processes following the industrial revolution results in even longer range edge cases [24]. Regardless, these anthropogenic sources exhibit several notable differences with respect to natural ones. Primarily, these involve the introduction of large concentrations of acidic compounds over shorter time spans [25]. This results in similar chemical reactions to those of natural acidification, but the higher rates of acidification accelerate the resulting impacts.
These sources also afflict specific regions whose boundaries depend on the source’s emission/deposition characteristics. When considering rocket launches and the facilities that enable them, these characteristics become apparent. Rocket launches result in the rapid expulsion of exhaust byproducts into the regions surrounding the launch pad. These byproducts form a ground cloud which emanates from the flame trenches built into the launch complex. These trenches often involve sound suppression systems which employ water deluge equipment to minimize vibrations and sound reflections. During rocket launches, the water from the deluge pumps interacts with the exhaust byproducts passing through the trench. These byproducts include alumina and chlorine particles for solid rocket motors (SRMs) and nitrogen compounds for SRMs and liquid rocket engines (LREs). The reactions between the atomized water and these byproducts produces hydrochloric and nitric acid respectively. Meanwhile, the alumina particles react with HCl and water resulting in the formation of surface chloride salts on the alumina particles. The formation of the surface chlorides results in the alumina particles acting more like aluminum chlorides than aluminum oxides. One trait of aluminum chlorides is their tendency to dissolve in water, which aluminum oxide does not usually do. The implications of this include the release of HCl and aluminum (III) ions from these compounds when they dissolve.

While the release of HCl only contributes to the effects outlined in this work, the addition of aluminum (III) ions poses its own problems. Namely, elevated aluminum concentrations can be toxic to certain species. During soil acidification, aluminum (III) ions within the soil become more available for nutrient uptake as they leach out of the minerals in the soil. Thus, the effects of these aluminum chlorides fall within the coverage of soil acidification in general throughout this work. The newly formed compounds and all other particles and debris entering and residing in the flame trench exit at high speeds forming a rising ground cloud. At the mouth of the flame trench exit, the heaviest particles fallout quickly. The remainder fallout over time in a region defined by the ground cloud’s coverage map. The concentration of fallout decays as the distance from the flame trench exit increases. This results in two sub-divisions within the affected area: the near field and far field. The near field region refers to the local area within several hundred meters of the flame trench exit. The far field begins immediately afterward and extends until the concentrations of acidic fallout drop below detectable levels. The area and direction of the far field region varies significantly depending on the present weather conditions. The acidic fallout alters the afflicted region’s pH and base cation concentrations via the reactions outlined previously.

Prior to discussing the impacts of acidification, it is important to recognize that the concentration of hydrochloric acid formed via a Space Shuttle launch (17,000 kg within the first 10 seconds after ignition) is much much larger than that of nitric acid formed during a SRM or LRE launch (at most 1,000 kg within the first 10 kilometers of ascent for a simulated Falcon 9). The sources of the two compounds also differ somewhat as the chlorine comes from the fuel itself while nitrogen oxides come from combustion processes in general. This is why the latter applies to both SRMs and LREs, but the former only applies to SRMs. These differences in origin and scale explain why this work focuses on SRMs over LREs. The latter would require launch frequencies orders of magnitude higher than the former to produce similar concentrations. While LREs do not produce acidifying compounds in similar quantities, those utilizing UDMH or kerosene produce significant concentrations of soot. Elevated particulate matter concentrations pose a risk to the respiratory health of those nearby. Also, UDMH and hypergolic fuels are extremely toxic and require proper containment on the ground and during flight. Still, from now on the discussion of launches and the impacts that follow pertain specifically to SRMs.

III. Impact of Acidification

Understanding the sources of acidification and the associated mechanisms provides a useful background for discussing their impacts. These ecological impacts arise due to the changes in the chemical composition of the soil and its pH levels. The primary concern stemming from soil acidification pertains to the loss of base cations. As outlined in the prior section, introducing H\(^+\) ions displaces the original base cations including crucial nutrients such as calcium. As these cations exit the nutrient pool, the effects first appear in insects, crustaceans, shellfish, and other low level members of the respective food chain. Most of these rely on ground-feeding for sourcing nutrients, thus the depreciation of nutrients due to acidic depositions impacts them quickly. The observed effects include reductions in overall biomass as well as weaker shells for species utilizing them. Weaker shells align with expectations as shell formation depends largely on calcium availability. Unfortunately, disruptions near the bottom of the food chain often prove difficult to track due to challenges associated with collecting and studying adequately large populations. These difficulties result in an increased focus on species higher in the food chain and those slower to respond. These higher level species of interest include small mammals, birds, and reptiles. Since these species feed on the lower level members discussed previously, they too exhibit effects of nutrient depreciation. Egg laying species rely on
external calcium inputs to form their eggshells. As calcium supplies decrease, so too do the concentrations in the species that many egg-layers feed on [7,22]. Prior studies observed that acidification correlated with decreased reproductive success in multiple bird species [30,31]. The reliance of species at multiple levels on the calcium content in the local soil highlights that species in any ecosystem may prove susceptible to soil acidification. As these species begin to decline, the observed effects extend higher still along the food chain, but that is only one part of the problem.

Beyond animals and food chains, acidification also disrupts plant growth. Plants depend on these base cations and stable pH conditions for growth and maintaining their overall health [20,32]. Disrupting these factors in the short term usually poses a problem for smaller plants, and/or those especially sensitive to acidity. However, prolonged deprivation in cation availability and semi-permanent pH reductions threaten a much broader population [33]. Prolonged shifts in nutrient availability and soil pH lead to root death for many species which corresponds to stunted growth and die-off events [34]. Reductions in growth and biomass compound with direct damage to vegetative surfaces due to acidic depositions, though those fall outside of the scope of this work. Compounding interactions play a key role in assessing the severity of these impacts.

As species at the bottom of the food chain decline in value and density, the effects spread up to larger species. As larger species begin to experience stresses stemming from food scarcity, they must also face a changing habitat. Plants that once provided refuge and food begin to die-off, further increasing the stress on already vulnerable species [31]. This cycle continues to climb the food chain in events where acidification continues and worsens. Thus, the general impacts following soil acidification include reductions in animal and plant species diversity [35]. These reductions lead to habitat loss and the depreciation of general biomass. However, the effects observed may lag behind the beginning of acidification and its impacts. One could expect that the process takes some time to start impacting the bottom of the food chain. Thus, it follows that the time to impact higher levels of the food chain will take longer still [52]. This raises some concern around stemming acidification early on. Any effort to stem the impacts of acidification relies to some extent on models designed to predict the impacts.

Several works detail efforts to quantitatively model acidification in an attempt to predict these impacts. These efforts provide useful insight regarding the keystone characteristic inputs for the models and how these interact [36–39]. However, they also outline the problems with quantitative models. Primarily, the models require large collections of inputs, many of which require extensive on-site sample collection and testing. The dependence on localized inputs leads to the second problem as some of these models try to simulate the responses of a very specific region/ecosystem which limits their applicability. By contrast, this work’s modelling effort aims to provide coverage for the entire contiguous United States. The extent of this coverage effectively rules out any model that depends on site-specific input conditions. While quantitative models serve as a guide, they cannot fulfill this role.

### IV. Model Development

The qualitative model outlined below attempts to assess regional susceptibility to acidification via a relatively small collection of ten inputs (from federal government SSURGO and STATSGO data sets [40]): cation exchange capacity (CEC), soil pH, organic matter concentration, calcium carbonate concentration, rock fragment percentage, soil depth, soil bulk density, sand percentage, silt percentage, and clay percentage. These inputs are biogeochemical traits which play essential roles in the prior mentioned quantitative models. However, their use here serves to provide a qualitative estimate of resiliency rather than detailing exact outcomes. In a perfect scenario, the model would use buffering capacity as the baseline for all regions and then define outcomes based on that. This trait alone can define how well a soil sample can resist acidification on a biogeochemical level. However, data for buffering capacity is not readily available as it requires on-site testing. Instead, this model estimates buffering capacity via the ten inputs outlined prior.

To assess the importance of each trait the model assigns weights to them depending on how closely tied they are to buffering capacity. These weights take into account whether a trait improves or worsens buffering capacity and the magnitude of this impact. Prior to starting the weighting process the model adjusts the scales of each trait such that they align. This is an important step in making the process easier as the original scales vary due to different units. In this case, the desired scale is from zero to one, but choosing the upper limit on the original scales for alteration is not trivial. The maximum value for a given trait may be much higher at a finer resolution. This becomes relevant when examining regional averages over large areas, such as counties or states. Thus, the upper limit may vary by an order of magnitude depending on the resolution involved. Accordingly, the upper level has several options: the resolution maximum and the area maximum. Using the resolution maximum, provides a more applicable result. On the other hand, an area (county, state, etc.) maximum gives a more intuitive result. Sometimes, these two maxima are the same value and in those cases this decision becomes a non-issue. Overall, the model utilizes the resolution maxima as these enable future application...
to smaller regions of interest. In cases where an area average takes precedence this normalization process also applies to the standard deviations such that they retain their relevance. Following the selection and initial scaling process, the model begins assigning weights to each trait.

Determining the relationships between each trait and buffering capacity to produce numerical weights immediately becomes complicated. While certain sources provide real world correlation coefficients between traits and buffering capacity, these are uncommon. Instead of relying upon such examples for each trait, this model first utilizes a partial analog for buffering capacity comprised of CEC and pH. The decision to use these inputs stems from prior works illustrating that they align very closely with buffering capacity. The sources agree that cation exchange capacity is the predominant factor in buffering capacity \([41,43]\). This follows expectations as the CEC buffering mechanism exists for soils with pH levels near and above four which covers most soils \([44]\). Additionally, one notable study identifies that CEC has a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.4897 with respect to buffering capacity \([41]\). The study notes that the tested soils are acidic to begin with which may indicate that the observed coefficient would be an underestimate for less acidic soils, such as the average for the contiguous United States. An underestimate in this scenario could arise as more acidic soils correlate with reduced CEC prevalence due to depletion while other buffering mechanisms still remain. Meanwhile, baseline pH is also a closely tied indicator of buffering capacity. Higher soil pH indicates that the buffering mechanisms have not depleted yet. The same source that provided an estimate for CEC states that the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between soil pH and the buffering capacity is 0.2871 \([41]\). For the same reason mentioned prior, it seems likely that this would be an underestimate when compared to that for less acidic soils. Checking this value with respect to the United States as a whole relies upon considering the Pearson’s correlation coefficients between pH and the buffering mechanisms: clay, CaCO_3, CEC, and organic material. These coefficients, in order of appearance are: 0.1219, 0.7195, 0.3914, and 0.0457 with the average being 0.3196. This supports the likelihood of an underestimate from the prior source for this case which aligns with expectations given the acidic soils in that study. Extending this to the CEC coefficient yields the following coefficients for use in this model: CEC (0.5000), and pH (0.3196). Together, these serve as a partial analog for buffering capacity which enables the weighting of other traits with respect to buffering capacity. The weights for each trait arise via the following equation which leverages the CEC and pH analog:

\[
w_x = \frac{w_{\text{CEC}}r(\text{CEC}, x) + w_{\text{pH}}r(\text{pH}, x)}{w_{\text{CEC}} + w_{\text{pH}}}, \tag{1}
\]

where \(x\) represents the trait in question, \(w_y\) represents the weight of trait \(y\), and \(r(y, x)\) is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between CEC or pH and the trait \(x\). This method yields the weights shown in Table 1.

### Table 1 Input parameter weights for the buffering capacity analog.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CEC</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Organic Matter</th>
<th>Calcium Carb.</th>
<th>Rock Frag.</th>
<th>Soil Depth</th>
<th>Bulk Density</th>
<th>Sand</th>
<th>Silt</th>
<th>Clay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>0.3196</td>
<td>0.2589</td>
<td>0.2571</td>
<td>-0.0356</td>
<td>-0.0410</td>
<td>-0.3432</td>
<td>-0.2765</td>
<td>0.1438</td>
<td>0.3173</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first step in verifying these weights pertains to confirming the expected trends for each trait. If the prevalence of a soil trait is inversely proportional to the quality of the response to acidification, then the weight for that trait should be negative. If increasing the trait’s prevalence corresponds with an improved response to acidification, then its weight should be positive. The studies consulted for determining the traits’ trends agree that cation exchange capacity, calcium carbonate concentration, baseline pH, and clay and silt content exhibit positive trends \([19,41,45]\). These positive trends follow expectations as each of these traits, besides baseline pH, contributes to a soil’s buffering capacity. It is important to note that pH exhibits a positive trend as it indicates the health of the buffering mechanisms rather than acting as one. Meanwhile, the cation exchange complex is the fundamental core of buffering capacity as it dictates the ability of the soil to trade base cations. Calcium carbonate concentrations play a vital role in resisting acidification for calcareous soils. The potency of calcium carbonate as a buffer to acidification means that these soils rarely experience acidification under normal conditions. The baseline pH of a soil corresponds with its buffering capacity though not necessarily in a linear relationship. Higher soil pH levels indicate that the soil still has multiple layers in its buffering capacity. These layers include calcium carbonate, organic matter, the cation exchange complex, and clay contents. As the pH lowers, the buffering capacity reaches saturation as each of these mechanisms exhausts itself. Clay forms the last part of the buffering capacity as it trades minerals, such as aluminum, for hydrogen ions during acidification.

The studies reviewed also consider the trends associated with bulk density, sand content, and soil depth. Each of these traits follows a negative trend during acidification \([21,45]\). The negative trend with bulk density coincides with a
strong relationship to the presence of sand. Bulk density also shares a negative trend when correlated with organic matter, clay, pH, and CEC. Soil depth exhibits a weak negative trend as deeper soil allows for greater opportunities to mitigate acidification, but buffering capacity worsens in deeper soil layers. This duality is likely responsible for the weak correlation overall. The negative trend from sand arises due its typical lack of charge which limits its affinity for cations, including base cations and hydrogen ions. Also, acidic depositions rapidly saturate the soil and deplete its buffering capacity more efficiently. This leaves two traits in their own state, organic matter, and rock fragments. The former receives extensive coverage [19, 41–44], but the results vary. Generally, the works conclude that higher organic matter concentrations correspond to increased buffering capacity. Rock fragments pose more of a challenge as they receive little to no coverage in the sources. They also exhibit negative correlation akin to soil depth with minimal correlation strength. This negative trend could occur for reasons similar to bulk density. The presence of rocks reduces the volume available for buffering mechanisms, such as clay, organic matter, and calcium carbonate. Thus, this negative correlation seems appropriate.

With the weights and trends identified, it is worth briefly recapping why they are what they are on a practical level. Starting with calcium carbonate provides a relatively simple case. The calcium carbonate in a soil usually acts as the first buffering mechanism. So, soils with high pH, thus not acidified, retain their calcium carbonate [44]. However, the relationship is not one to one as there are soils with high pH that completely lack calcium carbonate [40]. This compound is not universally prevalent, so this relationship makes sense. Moving on to the relationship between soil pH and CEC shows a perhaps unexpected result. Despite both being very closely tied to buffering capacity, they do not correlate with one another as much as one may expect. However, it is important to consider that CEC remains prevalent over a very wide soil pH range [44]. Also, it does not decrease with a linear relationship to pH during acidification due to other buffering mechanisms acting before, alongside, and after [42]. This is nearly the exact same case for clay, it is just more extreme as it is an inherent soil component. This means that clay remains present even in very acidic soils, despite still being a buffering mechanism. This leaves organic material as something of an outlier. While it is a buffering mechanism, it is more common in pine forests, swamps, and coastal wetlands. These regions have complex physical characteristics that often lead to more acidic soil. Pine forests often exist on sandy soil which has fewer bonding sites for cations which means they are often more acidic. Pine forests also lower the local pH as these species produce acidic litter-fall. Still, organic material helps resist external acidification, so it functions as a buffering mechanism despite the very weak correlation with pH.

With the analog weights established and justified, they provide the reference point for the correlation coefficients (weights) for each trait. After determining the positive and negative weights, they enter an array which maintains the same order as the traits that they apply to. Taking the sum of each weight, \( w_i \), times its respective normalized value, \( v_i \), for each region, or pixel, yields a raw score. The following equation depicts how the model estimates this raw score (akin to buffering capacity) using the prior determined weights:

\[
Score = \sum_{i=1}^{10} w_i v_i. \tag{2}
\]

It is important to note that at the resolution of the input data, the normalized value portion contains a trait value for each grid square, around 21 million in total. This equation applies the trait’s weight to each of those values and repeats the process for each trait, summing the result. The score output remains dimensionless since this is only an estimate and cannot exactly define buffering capacity. However, this score is not in an intuitive form so the model re-scales the scores to range from zero to ten. The new minimum score is equal to the lowest raw score outlined above, and the maximum score of ten represents the largest raw score. If the model is set to calculate an area average for a region larger than the resolution it will also keep track of the standard deviation for each trait. The absolute value of the weights apply to the standard deviations as well. The model then takes each raw score and subtracts the weighted standard deviation. In that case, the minimum result of that operation serves as the 0-point. Then, it sums each raw score with its respective standard deviation such that the maximum is the 10-point.

Continuing in the area average case, the model then utilizes the average scores and their respective standard deviations to determine the probability that the actual score falls within a given interval. This process utilizes a cumulative distribution function and separates the likelihoods into integer bins from 0–1, 1–2, and so on. The bounds of these bins are easy to adjust to account for different levels of granularity, and the model includes a mask which filters out likelihoods below a certain percentage (one percent by default). The model stores the final scores (average or actual depending on the scenario), and the standard deviations and distributions if using the area average. Table 2 provides an example of the storage structure for a county area average data set. It retains position identifiers (GEOIDs) from the
Table 2  Data structure sample output by the qualitative model with truncated percentages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County ID</th>
<th>County Name</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Avg. Score</th>
<th>STD</th>
<th>0–1</th>
<th>1–2</th>
<th>2–3</th>
<th>3–4</th>
<th>4–5</th>
<th>5–6</th>
<th>6–7</th>
<th>7–8</th>
<th>8–9</th>
<th>9–10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>48053</td>
<td>Burnet</td>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

original input sets such that this information retains its value. At present, it would still remain difficult to interpret while in a large table. The model is set-up such that one could export this information in a format compatible with mapping software. This enables visualization of the results and improves one’s understanding of the outlined trends.

V. Results

Utilizing the soil parameter data sets outlined previously, this model yields results visualized via the map in Figure 1. As described in the previous section, the model prioritizes the resolution scale output, in this case that resolution is the input resolution of 800 by 800 meters per pixel. Every pixel displays a visual representation of the qualitative score. The scenario in Figure 1 does not utilize an area average, so this data set does not include any standard deviations, or probability distributions. As shown, the qualitative scores exist on a range of 0 to 10 where regions with higher scores are likely more resilient to acidic loading. Greater resiliency corresponds to a slower propagation of ecological decline. The regions shown in green represent areas in which the present soil data, often for CEC, is insufficient for scoring or outside of the data sets’ scope (Canada and Mexico).

![Map of relative regional response to acidic loading for the contiguous United States. A higher score indicates a greater resiliency against acidification.](image)

The next map shown in Figure 2 provides an example of regional average scores for the counties of the contiguous United States. This means it includes the area average scores and their respective standard deviations and probability distributions. When used alongside the prior map, this one shows the importance of tracking the standard deviations as
Fig. 2 Relative regional response to acidic loading for the counties of the continental United States.

some counties cover very diverse soil properties and vast land areas. It is important to note that the standard deviations and distribution functions do not appear on the visual directly, but one could find them via searching for the geographical identifiers in the exported data structure. The value of this particular map pertains to this model’s possible integration with the facility location planning (FLP) model developed in Ref. [46]. The first scenario considered within that model identifies Humboldt, CA, Matagorda, TX, Monroe, FL, and Washington, ME as the optimal counties for future space port locations. It is important to consider that this scenario did not consider the scores outlined by the map in Figure 2. This map indicates that the scores for these counties in order of appearance are 4.15, 5.43, 4.98, and 3.78. Following the understanding that higher scores indicate more resilient regions, this map suggests that the best of the selected counties is Matagorda county in Texas.

As it stands, the qualitative scale from 0 to 10 is quite abstract in two regards. First, the exact response of a soil remains undefined with only a general relationship, which dictates that a score nearer to 0 indicates greater vulnerability to acidification than a score nearer to 10. Secondly, the scores apply to acidic depositions and acidification in general. This is useful for wider applicability, but it does not provide significant value when considering launch sites. So, the next step focuses on defining the effects described by the scores with respect to acidic loading from solid rocket motors. The studied effects of these rocket motors may aid in defining a given score and thus others from there. Generally, the scores should be able to describe the type of response and the deposition rates required to see notable effects. However, the scores cannot describe the impacts to specific species, nor how the impacts manifest differently between species. They also lack the capacity to describe the recovery time of the soil once the acidic loading concludes. A quantitative acidification model would better resolve these two deficiencies, but it would require significantly more data. Another factor to consider is the size of the scale itself. Currently, it utilizes ten intervals which improves model fidelity and region separation. However, it may prove challenging to find the difference between intervals. Examining test cases and comparing the results to the scores may aid in discerning these differences.
VI. Discussion

The test cases come in two varieties: those pertaining to rocket launch sites, and those in adjacent fields of study. The predominant case in the former comes from the Space Shuttle program’s environmental impact assessments. This program exclusively used the launch facilities at Kennedy Space Center in Brevard County, Florida. The following coverage of this test case yields the most widely applicable results for the definition process. However, this example comes alongside several drawbacks due in large part to a slow launch rate. Following a discussion of the Space Shuttle program, the focus shifts to adjacent fields of study. These fields include works looking at acid rain and its associated ecological impacts as well as the impacts of large industrial processes. Industrial processes exhibit similar spatial deposition behavior to the Space Shuttle program. The key difference between these two cases comes from their respective emission behaviors. While the Space Shuttle program and present launch programs behave as pulsed emission sources, industrial processes behave as continuous emitters. Both sources act as point source emitters in producing characteristic near and far field regions. However, the distinction between these regions differs between pulsed and continuous sources. Still, the industrial emitters and their effects may reflect the emissions from rocket launches.

Comparing rocket launch emissions to any adjacent field poses several significant challenges. The test cases must contain two critical elements to ensure compatibility and applicability. The first element describes the deposition loading rate as the mass of H+ ions per unit area per time. This information already exists for general acid rain patterns, but finding similar results for industrial test cases poses a greater challenge. The second element identifies a target ecosystem response occurring due to soil acidification. This work focuses on examining plant health degradation and species loss. These indicators are relatively easy to track and they do not require extensive testing. With these two elements, a test case can contribute to defining the qualitative scale.

The first, and simplest test case is the Space Shuttle program which operated out of Kennedy Space Center (KSC) in Brevard County, Florida. Our model results show that the near-field region for KSC has an average score of approximately 3, which suggests that it would be susceptible to soil acidification. The local soil conditions show that this is a sandy region with relatively low calcium carbonate concentrations. Still, it has high CEC, adequate organic material concentrations, and a relatively high baseline pH. The low score arises, at least in part, due to the lack of clay relative to a dominant sand composition. The area occupied by KSC includes two primary launch pads used for the Space Shuttle program, 39A and 39B. The effects of near-field depositions from launch pad 39A covered between 10 and 15 hectares for any given launch [9]. This region typically extended to the north of the launch pad as its flame trench directed the solid rocket exhaust northward. These near-field effects usually reached no further than one kilometer in a given direction [5]. Deposition concentrations include two quantitative values pertaining to particulates and chlorides respectively. The near-field region experienced chloride depositions between several milligrams and 127 grams per square meter while particulate deposition concentrations reached as high as 246 grams per square meter [9]. The chloride depositions are the focus here and total up to 3,400 kg for the near-field region per launch [47]. It is worth noting that the trench’s northward direction intersects the ocean. The ground cloud released from this trench sweeps across the ground for about one kilometer. Then, as it slows down, it rises into the atmosphere where prevailing conditions carry it along. The depositions following this rise fall under the far-field category and they reached as far as 22 km from the launch pad [5]. Accordingly, far-field depositions may reach farther when a trench points towards land.

The impacts of the near-field depositions included plant damage, plant death, and species die off for fish and plant populations. The extent of these impacts depends on both the concentration of depositions and the species. Generally, plants begin displaying signs of serious damage following depositions of one gram of HCl per square meter. Sensitive species may experience serious damage after 0.1 grams per square meter [5]. Thus, specimens in the transitory region between the near field and far field may also be at risk. Damaged plants have a chance of recovering unless they undergo defoliation. Defoliation occurred during deposition concentrations above 25 grams per square meter [43]. Species capable of re-foliating and repairing damages require rebound periods of several months. Plants suffering from visible damage, but without significant loss of leaf coverage, may only take weeks to recover. However, these recovery times only serve as estimates and would likely worsen with more frequent launches. Even with only a few launches per year during the Space Shuttle program, the near-field region suffered a loss in plant biodiversity [3]. Note that the most severe of these near-field effects arise due to chemical burns from acidic depositions. Thus, these do not pertain to the effects from soil acidification, though it is still important to keep them in mind. The environmental impact assessments for KSC do not find evidence of long-term damage. The relatively low launch rate, which peaked at just over once every two months, represents the most likely reason. The lack of observable long-term impacts due to the low launch rate restricts the comparative value of the Space Shuttle program itself. Instead, the value of the program’s environmental impact studies comes from the Space Shuttle’s emissions and deposition behaviors.
The Space Shuttle program environmental impact studies detail the mass deposition of HCl, whereas the test cases required for this work use only the mass of hydrogen cations. To leverage the Space Shuttle program results, we assume that the HCl depositions breakdown entirely into chloride and hydrogen ions [13]. Besides allowing for direct comparison, this enables the scaling of depositions depending on the launch rate. This conversion multiplies the hydrochloric acid depositions’ mass by the hydrogen mass fraction. Using this conversion shows that the near-field hydrogen ion depositions peak at 3.518 grams per square meter, while the observed and predicted far field depositions cutoff at 0.0006925 grams per square meter [3]. The cutoff for defoliation events occurs at 0.6925 grams per square meter, and most plants sustain significant damage until 0.0277 grams per square meter [3]. Sensitive species exhibit serious damage down to 0.00277 grams per square meter [3] [5].

The adjacent field with the most extensive coverage focuses on acid rain. Any precipitation depositions with a pH under 5.6 constitute acid rain [13]. However, those attributed to anthropogenic sources usually range between a pH of 3.5 and 5.0 [53]. Many parties point to declines in ecosystem health on an international scale due to these depositions [13] [49]. These reactions depend on variations in soil composition, species diversity, and historical factors. Thus, an identical deposition load in one region may produce dramatically different results in another. This makes it difficult to predict how any region may react to acid rain. However, there are common signs of ecological damage from this source.

Acidic rainfall contributes to soil acidification which results in acidic runoff entering the watershed. These depositions harm the nutrient availability for plants and animals over time. Prolonged depletion of such nutrients increases the afflicted species’ susceptibility to disease and other stresses [32]. Akin to the depositions from the shuttle program, acidic rain can also damage plants via surface contact. The mechanisms behind this surface damage and nutrient loss do not differ greatly. Over time, as fewer of these nutrients (base cations) remain, the buffering capacity of the soil becomes exhausted. At some point, aluminum within the soil also mobilizes to neutralize the acidic inputs. The concentration of mobilized aluminum could reach a phytotoxic level [20] [50]. Given its long history, acid rain and its impacts have been accumulating for decades. This makes it somewhat difficult to see the year over year changes that it has on a previously untouched ecosystem. However, that situation may not be necessary after identifying regions of interest. Afterwards, the only initial soil conditions of importance are those at the onset of reference studies.

These initial soil traits still correspond to some score. Also, estimates for acid rain deposition rates are available from the EPA. Together, these two details could enable an examination of observed impacts with respect to a score and loading rate. Many studies identify the northeastern portion of the U.S. as a region impacted significantly by acid rain. Of these, most reference an observed decline in red spruce trees within the Appalachian Mountains [18] [51–53]. However, despite the higher deposition concentrations in this area and the decline in red spruce, it seems that the former does not directly result in the latter. While, acidification leaches nutrients from the soil, it may not reach the levels required for these impacts to affect large scale ecosystems. This conclusion receives support from a three-part study [54–56]. Acidic depositions amplify the effects of other stressors by weakening the nutrient supply and damaging foliar surfaces [57]. Accordingly, studies pertaining to acid rain aid in identifying the mechanisms through which depositions can impact an ecosystem. But they provide minimal value when determining long-term impacts due to soil acidification caused by high loading conditions. Determining these impacts is easier when examining industrial operations.

Industrial processes include power generation, material processing, refining, and others. For the purposes of this work, smelters are the primary facilities of interest. Smelting operations primarily emit sulfur dioxides, heavy metal particulates, and nitrogen oxides. The former two emissions are of greater interest than the latter due to their higher concentrations. The behaviors of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides are similar to the depositions from acid rain. They can also cause acid rain. However, locations around smelters exhibit significant environmental impacts near the emission point(s). The impacts are more severe and clearly defined than those from acid rain.

Early attempts at large scale smelting processes involved roasting massive quantities of ore in open air pits. The sulfide rich ore released a phytotoxic plume of ground level sulfur dioxide and heavy metals [58]. As processing methods progressed these pits disappeared, and operations began utilizing smokestacks. The deposition patterns from smokestacks follow point source emission behaviors. Smokestacks focused on moving the source farther from the ground, but they also allowed pollutants to travel farther [58]. This aids in understanding why industrial deposition areas cover a much larger area than those from the Space Shuttle program. Industrial operations produce nearly continuous depositions. A pulsed nature slows the rate of ecological degradation as it allows for multiple recovery periods. Smelters do not allow for adequate recovery periods without human intervention [25]. The impacts from smelters arise out of this long-term continuous nature and higher deposition rates. Due to their point source nature, smelters produce a near field region, known as the barrens in this application, and a far field region. The former takes on a different shape than that produced by the Space Shuttle as the emissions can spread out radially. Wind conditions alter the exact profile of the barren region, but the particle physics of the metal depositions limit the coverage radius.
The acidic depositions can reach much farther than the metal particulates. The elevated emission point means they also reach farther than those observed in the Space Shuttle program. The increased deposition concentrations result in long-term damage within this far field region, though less severe than the barrens. Reducing emissions aids in abating the worsening of conditions, but the extent of the damages in barren regions may take centuries to recover naturally. On the other hand, following the cessation of operations and extensive human intervention, these regions may recover within years to a few decades. Prolonged degradation and intermittent data make it challenging to determine when certain impacts arose. Discerning changes in impacts becomes even more difficult due to external intervention. Human intervention within this space makes it almost impossible to assess impacts in reverse. That process would consider the observed impacts prior to a cut in emissions and again sometime after once a steady state occurs. Even this process faces significant challenges due to natural events and oddities. Thus, again, industrial case studies help with recognizing the effects produced by acidic depositions. However, their complex and unique scenarios restrict their direct applicability.

VII. Conclusion

The present state of the model remains limited due to a lack of data on the long term impacts of exposing soil to HCl depositions. This limits the efficacy of any effort to define the effects of soil acidification for a given deposition rate. In turn, it becomes very difficult to tie the scores provided by the qualitative model to particular effects. Fortunately, the sources from adjacent fields suggest that the specific acid plays a lesser role to its concentration. Since acidification primarily depends on the introduction of H+ cations, the ecological effects observed remain consistent.

This means that the output(s) of the present model generally describes a region’s response to acidic loading. This response follows a general trend beginning with low level food chain interruptions. These worsen over time under continued or worsening loading conditions allowing them to expand to higher levels. Prolonged acidic soil conditions also deplete the nutrient pools available to plants. This nutrient deficiency may compound with direct foliar damage from acidic depositions. Sensitive species may decline or die out completely thereby creating additional ecological stresses. As plant biomass declines, the root network in the soil weakens which allows for significant erosion. Once the soil in a region washes away, natural recovery times escalate from years or decades to centuries or millennia. This is the general progression of the effects and impacts of soil acidification. This qualitative model generally indicates regions which should prove more resilient to decline. However, the extent, severity, and rapidity of this progression depends on several conditions.

These conditions include anthropogenic and ecological factors. The former includes land management, launch site design, and loading conditions. The loading conditions depend on the launch vehicles in use, and the launch schedule’s frequency. In a scenario where sufficient data allows for a defined output scale, this model could relate loading rates to the expected effects. Returning to the latter, ecological conditions, this model already considers a sizeable number. Other conditions include natural weathering rates, precipitation patterns, and natural sources of acidification. While it would be useful to consider all of the conditions outlined above in this model, that acts in contrast to the goal of minimizing inputs. Instead, this model could integrate with other efforts to better refine the launch site planning process.

The qualitative model illustrates regions of relatively resistant soil. These illustrations could refine the areas of interest for a quantitative model. From there, this theoretical model would consider recovery and impact progression rates. This reduction in scope makes a quantitative model more feasible. Beyond theoretical models, this qualitative model can work with present efforts focusing on launch site selection.

For example, it could work in tandem with the facility location planning (FLP) model developed in Ref. That model aims to assign a cost estimate to any given launch site location. This guides the selection process by optimizing for various elements of that cost. As discussed elsewhere, this model cannot predict the exact effects for a given location. This means that it cannot provide a direct cost estimate with respect to ecological damages. However, the output score
and distribution functions could serve as constraints for the FLP model. For instance, one could tell the FLP model to reject counties or regions where the output score falls below some threshold. Another option would restrict the selection process to avoid regions with large standard deviations. This would reduce uncertainty during the selection process. These two approaches could work together with differing weights depending on one’s preference. When considering the theoretical quantitative model outlined previously, it seems better suited for estimating costs.

Another area of interest regarding launch site design and placement considers sociological elements. Ecological damage and acidic depositions pose a risk to public health and infrastructure. Reconstruction and ecological rehabilitation efforts would likely require public funding. Ecological disruptions and damages also impact local businesses and recreational opportunities. These issues raise potent and valid concerns within interest groups that hold influence over land use. Using this model to select regions with greater resiliency may aid in providing assurances when developing a launch site. It is feasible to imagine integrating this model with one that avoids placing the facility in underrepresented areas to further refine the selection process.

Between these three routes, the applicability and value of this model becomes more readily apparent. These also highlight the importance of trying to better define the qualitative scale. On its own, the model provides a high level understanding of which regions are more resilient. Combining this with the adjacent sources guides expectations regarding expected impacts. This highlights the importance of considering soil acidification during launch site planning procedures. Doing so will aid in mitigating the ecological, monetary, and sociological impacts of rocket launches.
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